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On October 1, 1979 the wholesale support functions of
NAS Alameda were merged into NSC Oakland according to the
recommendation of a Department of Defense Material Distri-
bution Study (DODMDS) . The study suggested that the opti-
mal consolidation of collocated wholesale activities would
result in improved customer response at reduced costs. If
the merger is to be accredited as a success, NSC Oakland
must offer improved post-consolidation support to its local
customers and NARF Alameda. This thesis presents a baseline
of pre-consolidation data which provides a measure of the
supply support provided by NSC Oakland to its local custom-
ers and by NAS Alameda to NARF Alameda. This baseline
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A significant portion of the Department of Defense (DOD)
support structure is devoted to wholesale material distribu-
tion. Historically, the DOD's distribution system evolved
as five separate systems, one for each of the four service
branches and one for the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
.
In 1975 the Joint Logistics Commanders (JLCs) , formed as the
result of the DOD sponsored logistics symposium, proposed
that the present composite distribution system did not
effect the most efficient utilization of resources. To
study this problem the JLCs commissioned a group of logistic
specialists to examine and recommend alternatives to "opti-
mally integrate, consolidate and/or standardize service or
agency distribution system functions and facilities where
it is clearly beneficial in terms .of response and cost."
tl:34]
DOD's physical material distribution system was examined
in detail from April 1975 to March 1978 through a study
known as the DOD Material Distribution System Study (DODMDS)
,
That study investigated capacities, operating costs and
transportation cost of thirty-four major wholesale supply
activities operated by the services and the DLA. From this
information DODMDS attempted to determine the number and

locations of wholesale activities necessary to provide effi-
cient and cost effective distribution of materials. Some
of the major findings were that:
1. The existing DOD distribution system has excess
capacity even with demand surges.
2. Repositioning of DOD stocks to depots closer to
major consumers and CONUS ports of embarkation could result
in significant transportation savings and also provide im-
proved responsiveness to consumer requirements.
3. Depots located on large multi-mission installations
incur lower overhead support cost per unit of through-put
than depots located on small installations or single mission
installations which exist primarily to house a supply depot.
4. Total demand for consumables in DOD is not large
enough to warrant a separate system of depots for handling
consumables and repairables.
Consequential to these findings and the date analysis,
the 1978 DODMDS- Report suggested that the Navy could pro-
fitably combine parallel wholesale distribution functions
in the Oakland, San Diego and Norfolk areas. Based on this
DODMDS recommendation the Department of the Navy initiated
the Shore Establishment Realignment (SER) . The SER feasi-
bility study concluded that the consolidation of wholesale
supply support functions performed in Oakland, San Diego
and Norfolk areas by the respective Naval Supply Centers
(NSCs) and Naval Air Stations (NASs) was feasible and cost

effective. L5:14^ The study's caveat was that a timely in-
vestment in a more advanced and responsive materials handling
system would be required [^5:14^. The Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (CNO) and the Secretary of the Navy approved the SER
recommendations and designated that NSC Oakland/NAS Alameda
would be the prototype to effect this change in claimancy
and automation before the other two sites. This consolida-
tion signals an important change of missions for the NSCs
involved. Further, it strengthens justification for capi-
tal expenditure to improve fleet support through the pro-
curement and utilization of a state-of-the-art material
handling/process-controlled system termed the Navy Inte-
grated Storage Tracking and Retrieval System (NISTARS)
.
NSC Oakland, NAS Alameda and Naval Air Rework Facility
(NARF) Alameda (NAS ' s largest customer) worked together in
planning and executing the SER consolidation. The main
objective was to agressively meet the Navy Supply Systems
Command's (NAVSUP) specification of improved fleet support
p:14]. This would mean two things. First, the present
support NSC Oakland provides to its customers would be
improved. Second, that NSC Oakland would provide a better
level of supply support than was provided by NAS Alameda
to NARF Alameda.
Just what would improvement in service mean to NARF
Alameda and NSC Oakland's local customers? In the area of
material issues, NAS Alameda and NARF Alameda had agreed
10

to and participated in delivery performance standards
higher than those prescribed by the Uniform Material Move-
ment Issue Priority System (UMMIPS) . These stringent
standards were necessary to ensure minimum disruption of
production schedules due to emergent parts requirements
115:143
NAS Alameda's Supply Department served as a repository
for Not-Ready-For-Issue (NRFI) repairable components to be
inducted at NARF Alameda, the designated overhaul point
(DOP)
.
NARF Alameda used the NAS Alameda NRFI component
availability data to plan its workload and induction sched-
ules. NAS Alameda also provided monitoring and expediting
of outstanding material requirements, intensive surveillance
of work stoppage requisitions, and management of repairable
pools and special repair part allowance and change kits.
Whether adjudging the benefits of an elimination of
duplicative efforts and resources, or an increase of re-
source productivity or improved supply support to consumers,
measurment is vital in both implementation and evaluation
phases of consolidation. A baseline of pre-consolidation
data must be documented if changes can hope to be assessed.
It will be a key to increasing management's visibility of
supply support performance to quickly identify emergent
problems requiring corrective action. This data can also
supply NSC Oakland information on items to incorporate into
NISTARS and a Ready Supply Store (RSS) for NARF Alameda.
11

Further, the methods by which. NS.C Oakland collects its data
will be of interest to the two follow-on consolidations.
An effective analysis of NSC Oakland's implementation and
evaluation problems and successes can reduce costs and maxi-
mize success for each subsequent consolidation.
To this end the intent of this thesis is to achieve the
following specific objectives:
a. Identify and describe the requisition process-
ing and establish baseline data for NARF Alameda and NSC
Oakland's local customers.
b. Establish baseline data for NSC Oakland.
c. Identify potential items for stock in an RSS to
support the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) Alameda.
d. Identify potential items for stock in the
N ISTARS.
The delineation of this baseline data will assist in or
allow:
1. Evaluation of customer support.
2. Planning of a local distribution system.
3. Identification and evaluation of impact of future
changes in customer material requirements and requisition
processing.
NARF Alameda is not only a major customer of NSC Oakland,
but the only one which has undergone significant and direct
changes in its support. Accordingly, considerable emphasis
is afforded NARF Alameda and its analysis is more detailed




Chapter II simunarizes the pre~consolidation support
provided by NAS Alameda to NARF Alameda with details con-
tained in Appendices A through K. Information is provided
on requisitions, requisition quantities, material cognizance,
calendar summaries of demand and net weight and net cubic
volume data, and NARF referrals to NSC Oakland.
Chapter III summarizes NSC Oakland's support to local
customers with details contained in Appendices L through V.
Information is provided on requisitions, requisition quanti-
ties and material cognizance. In addition, the following
information is presented for the top twenty-five local cus-
tomers: calendar s\immaries of demand, and net weight and net
cubic volume data, arid listings of high demand items.
Finally, for eleven of the top local customers, requisition
analysis by both day and month prepared, received and ship-
ped, and material cognizance analysis are presented.
Chapter IV summarizes the requisitioning procedures for
the following NSC Oakland local customers; ships, submarines,
aviation squadrons. Public Works Center, San Francisco, NARF
Alameda, and Mare Island Naval Shipyard with details con-
tained in Appendices W and X. A discussion is provided on
categorizing business conducted with NSC Oakland by service





The information contained in these chapters was
based on the Demand Eistory Files (DHF) for both NSC Oakland
and NAS Alameda. The analyses presented were facilitated
by the IBM 360/67 System at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Summary and conclusions are contained in Chapter V.
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II. DATA ANALYSIS OF NARF ALAMEDA
A. SOURCES OF DATA
Data for part B of this chapter was derived from the
calendar year 1979 Demand History File (DHF) for NAS Alameda.
All NARF Alameda demands (requisitions) were extracted from
this file of 304,653 records. A review of the demand totals
by date revealed that January, November and December records
were incomplete. There were no demands recorded for the
first twenty-four days of January and demands for November
and December were recorded at levels 95% below that normally
experienced in prior months. Accordingly, only demands for
the nine month period of February through October (Julian
Date 9032 to 9304) were considered in the data analysis.
This consisted of 134,034 demands.
Each of these demands was compared with data contained
on freight classification data computer tapes provided by
the Fleet Material Support Office (FMSO) . These tapes con-
tained data on 1,555,797 items. For each item demanded by
NARF Alameda that was listed on the FMSO tapes, nomenclature,
net weight and net cubic volume data was recorded for the
item. The result of this matching process was the creation
of a new NARF Alameda DHF which contained this additional
information for 65.1% of the total NARF demand. Material
presented in part B of this chapter is based on data col-
lected directly from this new file.
15

The purpose of part C is to analyze the level of NARF
business referred to NSC Oakland by NAS Alameda prior to
consolidation. Material presented is based on data derived
from the NSC Oakland DHF for the period September 1977
through August 1978 (Julian Dates 7244 to 8243) . This
demand history file was utilized because it was immediately
available. The time constraint for completing the required
computer analysis precluded obtaining a more current demand
history file. A total of 73,674 NARF Alameda requisition
referrals were extracted from the file for further data
analysis.
B. REVIEW OF NARF ALAMEDA DEMAND (JULIAN DATE 9032-9304)
1. ABC Analysis
An ABC analysis is simply the stratification of items
into groups, namely groups A, B and C, based on some measure
of importance. The ABC analysis discussed below stratifies
requisition items and requisition quantities by the fre-
quency of their occurrence.
The analysis summarizing NARF Alameda supply demand
for the nine-month period from February through October 1979
is contained in Appendix A. Data is presented in demand
frequency sequence in descending order. Data ranges from
one item with a frequency of demand of 168 to 32,118 items
experiencing only one frequency of demand. There was a
total of 54,346 different demand items.
16

Figure I is an ABC Curve displaying the percentage
of total items versus the corresponding percentage of total
demands. For example, 5.2% of the items demanded (all items
with eight or more demands) accounted for 30.2% of the total
number of demands. Additionally, 24.3% of the total items
demanded (all items with three or more demands) accounted
for about 62.6% of the total demand.
ABC analysis data for quantities demanded is pre-
sented in Appendix B. All units of issue were considered on
an equal basis in this analysis. Data is presented in quan-
tity sequence in descending order from 5,000 with the fre-
quency of occurrence also listed. The quantity of 5,000
represents the occurrence of quantities of 5,000 or over.
Demands with blank or non-numeric quantity fields were not
considered.
Figure 2 displays the percentage of demands versus
the percentage of the total quantity demanded. For example,
2.0% of the total demand (all demands with quantities great-
er than 440) accounts for about 50.0% of the total quantity
of items demanded. Also, the data reveals the tendency for
demands to be rounded to convenient order quantities. For
example, there were 4,717 demands for a quantity of 50 and
30 demands for a quantity of 51. Large quantities tend to
be rounded to hundreds or thousands. There were 471 demands
for a quantity of 10 00 while there were only 34 demands for
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2. Material Cognizance Analysis
Appendix C lists 39 Cognizance Symbols (COGs) each of
which represents ten or more demands. Material representing
only three COGs accounted for 69.0% of NARF Alameda's total
demand. These were 9Z , Defense Industrial Supply Center
(DISC) managed industrial supplies; IR, Aviation Supply Of-
fice (ASO) aviation consumables; and 9N, Defense Electron-
ics Supply Center (DESC) managed electronic supplies. This
9Z, IR and 9N COG material represented 39,912, 32,252 and
20,658 demands, respectively. Of these, 25 COGs represent
demands of 100 or more and 12 COGs represent demands of 1,000
or more. Only the three COGs mentioned account for demands
greater than 10,000. The 39 COGs listed represent 99.9%
of the total business or 133,901 of the 134,034 demands.
3
.
Calendar Summary of Demand, Net Weight and Net
Cubic Volume
Appendix D contains a daily tabulation of the 134,034
NARF Alameda demands utilizing the document date as the
basis for the tabulation. Data is presented in calendar
format with totals listed by week, month and year. Also,
totals are listed monthly and yearly by day of the week.
Zeroes fill in spaces before the first day and after the
last day of each month.
The net weight (pounds) and net cubic volume (cubic
feet) data presented in Appendices E and F were tabulated in
much the same way as the demand data discussed above. It
should be noted however, that the net weight and net cubic
20

volume were available for only 65.1% of the total demands.
Net vreigh± and net cubic volume data were multiplied by the
demand quantity before tabulation. A demand with any type
of cancellation supply status was not considered. There
were 10,757 such cancellations for the nine month period.
It was observed that not all net weight and net
cubic volume data were accurate. For example. Nitrogen, NSN
9G 6830-00-840-6578, with a unit of issue of one cubic foot
was listed as having a net weight of 116 pounds. One demand
for this item was for 12,240 cubic feet. This would have
been tabulated as 1,419,840 pounds and would have greatly
distorted the data. Since heavy or large items are not
normally requisitioned in large quantities, the impact of
such questionable data tabulations was reduced by not con-
sidering demands with a quantity 100 or more and a net
weight of 100 or more pounds. Additionally, demands with a
quantity 100 or more and a net cubic volume of 25 or more
cubic feet were not considered. There were nineteen demands
disregarded due to the quantity/weight restriction and six
demands disregarded due to the quantity/cubic volume
restriction.
The data presented is useful in gaining insight into
the magnitude of NARF Alameda's business even though some
inaccuracies do exist. The average daily demand net weight
for a weekday was 9,104 pounds. The average net cubic
volume was 3,139 cubic feet. The Saturday average net
21

weight and net cubic volume was 9.46 pounds and 323 cubic
feet. The Sunday average net weight and net cubic volume
was 3,457 pounds and 375 cubic feet.
4. High Demand Items
Arbitratily, 30.2% of the cumulative NARF Alameda
business was chosen from the ABC Analysis for examination
in detail of the items comprising high requisition frequen-
cies for NARF Alameda. 2813 National Stock Numbers (NSNs)
representing 5.3% of all items demanded were extracted from
the DHF and are listed in demand sequence in descending
order in Appendix G. This display provides for each item,
the applicable COG, number of times the item was demanded
during the nine-month period, priorities of requisitions
submitted, number of cancellations during the period, aver-
age requisition quantity, unit of issue and net weight and
net cubic volume of the item (985 items had no weight and
cubic data) . These NSNs are prime stocking candidates for
inclusion into an RSS for NARF Alameda.
5. High Quantity Requisitions
Items for which requisition quantities were high
were also examined. Items with at least three demands
whose cumulative quantities were greater than 3,000 and
items with single requisition quantities of at least 10,000
are contained in Appendix H. Although some duplication
does exist between Appendix G and Appendix H (an item could




, an analysis of quantity does pro-
vide insight into items that may have been overlooked in
paragraph 4 because of low demand. For example, an item
may have had only six demands all year, but had been ordered
in quantities of 25,000 per requisition.
The 316 items presented in Appendix H are listed in
stock number sequence. Applicable COG, unit of issue, num-
ber of demands, total cumulated demand quantity, cumulative
requisition priorities by issue group, and number of cancel-
lations are displayed for each item. For items with cumula-
tive quantities greater than 3,000 and at least three
demands, the greatest cumulative quantity was 106,402 for a
screw (NSN 9Z 5305-940-9308)
. This demand represented only
seven requisitions. The highest quantity for a single demand
was 75,000 gallons of commercial propane purchased on a
local contract (no NSN)
.
C. NARF ALAMEDA REQUISITIONS REFERRED TO NSC OAKLAND
A different perspective can be gained by looking at the
NARF support provided by NSC Oakland prior to consolidation.
In addition, a comparison of total NARF Alameda demand with
NARF referrals will provide a gross approximation of the
workload increase at NSC Oakland as a result of the consoli-
dation. In performing any such comparison, it must be
noted that the total NARF Alameda demand is based on requi-
sition data for CY79, while NARF Alameda referrals are based
on the period September 1977 - October 1978. Individual
23

NARF referrals, were extracted from the NSC Oakland DHF and
included 'BA' status requisitions Ce.g., issued). Using
this data, several factors have been analyzed. Data utilized
in analyzing the following factors is found in Appendix I.
1. Daily and Monthly Demand Patterns
An analysis of 'BA' status requisitions was conducted
to determine the daily and monthly patterns by which requisi-
tions were prepared at NARF, received at NSC Oakland and
shipped by NSC. For this analysis, the requisition date was
used as the date of preparation; the date the requisition
was processed into the Uniform Automated Data Processing
System-Stock Point (UADPS-SP) Requisition Status File was
used as the date of receipt; the date the material was
picked from stock was used as the date of shipment. In
general, the results from Table I-l, data by day of the week
and from Table 1-2, data by month of the year are summarized
as follows:
a. Requisitions Prepared at NARF (Daily)
:
Workload was evenly distributed Monday through
Thursday. On Friday the workload was reduced approximately
14.0%. Only 4.2% of the total requisitions were prepared
on the weekend.
b. Requisitions Prepared at NARF (Monthly)
:
The average number of requisitions prepared per
month was 2207. During December, workload dropped approxi-
mately 40.0%. This decrease was attributed to the normal
change in workload resulting from the Christmas holidays.
24

Significant increases, in workload were noted in March, April
and May. Personnel at ASO revealed that these increases
were normal and can be attributed to the increased availabil-
ity of repair funds during the second and third quarters of
each fiscal year.
c. Requisitions Received at NSC (Daily)
:
The expected time delay is evident but impossi-
ble to accurately quantify. This time delay reflects the
processing and referral time from NAS Alameda to NSC. The
fewest referrals were received on Mondays (6.0%), while on
weekends more than four times as many requisitions were
received than were originally prepared (17.4% compared to
4.2%). The number of referrals received increased gradually
starting on Wednesday and peaked on Fridays (20.6%).
d. Requisitions Shipped by NSC (Daily)
:
Almost 41.0% of the referrals were shipped on
Thursdays and Fridays. Weekend shipments consisted of 15.0%
of the workload. The fewest requisitions were shipped on
Tuesdays (11.0%). The date shipped contained in the demand
history file record represents the date picked (e.g. select-
ed from the warehouse location) . The time from date picked
to date loaded for delivery is referred to as transportation
hold time. Data for CY79, shows that NSC Oakland's trans-
portation hold time was 0.7, 1.8, and 2.5 days for issue





Requisitions Shipped hy NSC (Monthly)
:
Since most requisitions were shipped during the
same month as they were received, the data closely parallels
that for requisitions received (monthly)
.
2. Analysis of Requisition Priorities
An analysis of the priority by which these requisi-
tions were ordered provides further evidence of the impact
of NARF Alameda referrals on NSC Oakland operations. Prior-
ities are a function of the urgency of need for the material
and the relative essentiality of the mission and tasking of
the ordering activity. The base line data analysis of re-
quisitions priorities are found in Appendix J. Five sepa-
rate tables are provided in this appendix. The results of
these analyses, identified by the applicable table, are
summarized as follows:
a. NARF Referrals Requisition Priorities: (Table
J-1) .
The percentages of all NARF referrals when cate-




b. NARF Referrals as a Percentage of NSC Workload:
(Table J-2)
The percentages of NARF referrals by IPG as
compared to the total local requisitions by IPG processed






It is significant to note that one-third of the locally ge-
nerated emergency material requests (IPG I requisitions)
received by NSC Oakland were for NARF Alameda support. In
general, these high priority requisitions are required to
support the CLAMP (Priority 02) and Hi-Burner (Priority 03)
programs
.
c. NARF Referrals Requisition Submission Times:
(Table J-3 and J-5)
The requisition submission time is the average
difference in days between the requisition date and the
date of receipt at NSC Oakland. As previously stated, this
time period includes the time for NAS Alameda to process
and refer the requisitions. Since this step has been elim-
inated as a result of the aviation wholesale stock consoli-
dation, submission times should now be reduced. Submission
times as measured from the baseline data were greater than
the average for all local customers, except for IPG III
requisitions. The average submission time for all NARF
Alameda referrals was 7.3 days compared to 6.8 days for all
local customers. NARF Alameda's high priority requisitions
had longer submission times than those of its routine re-
quirements and the high priority requisitions of most
other local customers. The primary cause has apparently
27

heen technical problems relating to item identification by
the material control centers at the NARF.
d. Analysis of Requisition Priorities: (Table J-4
and j-5)
The following priorities were analyzed by the
quantity ordered and the submission time for the quantity
ordered:
PERCENTAGE OF
PRIORITY PRIMARY USE NARF REQUISITIONS
2 CLAMP 3.3
3 Hi-Burner 31.8
6 P-3 Program 49.2
13 Routine 9.5
TOTAL 93.8
Briefly, 18.9% of all referrals were for a quantity of one
while the most frequent order quantity fell in the 3 to 10
range. It was surprising to note that there were 788 re-
quisitions for a quantity in excess of 400. This could be
an indication of a need for better material management at
the NARF. This contention is enhanced by the fact that
there were 619 IPG I referrals with order quantities in ex-
cess of 100.
3. Material Cognizance Analysis
These NARF referrals were further analyzed to deter-
mine the related COG. The analysis considered only those
COGs cited on at least 100 requisitions in total from NARF
Alameda or other local customers. This included 99.9% of
28

the total referrals passed to NSC Oakland. Data for this
analysis can be found in Appendix K.
The results of the analysis are summarized in Table
II-l. The numerical difference between COGs ordered and
the COGs issued in Table II-l represents the number of requi-
sitions for each COG that were either not carried or not in
stock. With this data, gross effectiveness for each of the
COGs was computed and presented in Table K-1. Gross effec-
tiveness should not be construed to equal point of entry
(POE) effectiveness as determined by UADPS-SP. In this
analysis NARF Alameda referrals include cancellations, re-
jections or special cases which would not be considered in
determining POE effectiveness. However, it was assumed that
the results were a useful approximation of POE effective-
ness. Based on this analysis the following additional






a. Total COGs 26
b. Total Navy Stock Account (NSA) 19
c. Total Appropriations Purchase Account (APA) . . 6



















1 . Master DLA/FMSO managed COGs 35.9%
2 . Major ASO managed COGs 10 . 4%
3. Weapons Integrated Material Manager
(WIMM) COGs 18.9%
4 . APA COGs 54.2%
5. NSA COGs 35.9%
6 . TOTAL - All COGs 36.0%
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III. DATA ANALYSIS OF NSC OAKLAND
A. SOURCES OF DATA
Data for this chapter were derived from the NSC Oakland
demand history file (DHF) for the twelve-month period from
September 1977 through August 1978 (Julian Dates: 7244 to
8243) . This file contained 2,157,598 records. Customers
receiving local delivery supply status were identified. All
demands with 'BA' supply status for these customers were ex-
tracted. The result of this procedure was a demand history
file for 172 local customers containing 341,354 requisitions
with 'BA' supply status. Demands were limited to those
with 'BA' supply status in order to focus upon the demands
which actually generated material movements.
Each demand was then compared with data contained in
freight classification data computer tapes provided by FMSO.
For each item demanded by local customers that was listed on
the FMSO tapes, nomenclature, net weight and net cubic vol-
ume data were recorded for the item. The result of this
procedure was a new local customer demand history file con-
taining additional information for 83.3% of the total demand
on the file.
Material presented in Part 6 of this chapter is based on
data collected either directly from this file or the original
DHF. The analyses contained in paragraphs one through four
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utilize the new DHF while those contained in paragraphs
five through eight utilize the original DHF.
B. REVIEW OF NSC OAKLAND LOCAL CUSTOMER DEMAND (JULIAN
DATES: 7244 to 8243)
1. ABC Analysis
As discussed in Chapter II, an ABC Analysis is the
stratification of items into groups based on a given measure
of importance. A summary of all NSC Oakland local customer
demand as a whole is presented in Appendices L and M and
follows the analysis described in Part B of Chapter III for
NARF Alameda.
Demand analysis information in Appendix L is listed
in frequency of demand sequence in descending order. Data
ranges from one item with 309 demands to 36,426 items with
only one demand. There was a total of 82,655 different
items demanded. Approximately 10.0% of these items (all
items with nine or more demands for the year) , accounted for
almost 50.0% of the total demand. About 28.0% of the items
accounted for 73.0% of the total demand. An ABC curve,
Figure 3, illustrates the above information. Part B, para-
graph 3 of this chapter summarizes the principle demand
items for each of the major local customers.
Appendix M contains ABC analysis data for demand
quantities and the frequency of their occurrence. Data is
presented in quantity sequence in descending order from 5,000




ABC Curve: Percentage of Total Business
(by number of requisitions)
By Percentage of Total Items Requisitioned
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Percentage of Total Items
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of 5,00.0 or over. All units, of issue were considered on an
equal basis. Demands with, blank or non-numeric quantity
fields were not considered, which accounts for the difference
in the number of total demands in Appendices L and M. Data
ranges from 361 demands for quantities of at least 5,000 to
85,077 demands for a quantity of one. About 30.0% of the
items demanded accounted for 95.0% of the total quantity of
items demanded. The ABC curve, Figure 4, illustrates this
information.
2. High Demand Items
Appendix N contains data for material that represents
10.0% of the items demanded and accounts for over 50.0% of
NSC Oakland's local cumulative business. This percentage of
business selection from the ABC Analysis was arbitrary. It
provides a more detailed examination of the items most fre-
quently demanded by NSC Oakland's local customers. Data
is presented in demand sequence in descending order within
each activity's unit identification code (UIC) . Items are
displayed with their applicable COG, number of demands and
cumulative priorities of requisitions submitted, average re-
quisition quantity, unit of issue, net weight and net cubic





a. Analyzing strictly 'BA' status requisitions re-
sulted in 172 activities being classified as NSC Oakland




ABC Curve: Percentage of Total Business (by Quantity)


























custoiner it NSC Oakland made truck, deliveries to that acti-
vity or th,e activity could pick up material directly.
Local customers were geographically grouped together or
clustered to simplify describing NSC Oakland's requisition
channels and distribution systems. Table III-l lists the
activities grouped within each geographical cluster. Local
customers with their Unit Identification Number (UIC)
,
cluster number, number of 'BA' status requisitions submitted
to NSC Oakland and percentage of total NSC Oakland business
(BA status requisitions only) are presented in Appendix 0.
The data in this Appendix is listed in descending order of
the amount of business the activity conducted with NSC
Oakland.
NSC Oakland's top ten customers accounted for 60.0%
of NSC Oakland's 'BA' status demand (requisition) business.
The top 25 local customers were responsible for 80.9%, and
are listed in Table III-2.
b. Appendix P provides listings of the highest de-
manded items by each of the top 25 activities in demand
sequence in descending order. A complete listing of all
customers has been provided to NSC Oakland. Activities are
in the same sequence as that provided by Appendix 0. The
number of items presented varies per activity and is depen-
dent upon the amount of business the activity conducted
with NSC Oakland. The following table applies:
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Number of Items Number of 'BA' Status
Presented Requisitions Processed
by NSC Oakland
500 Greater than 10,000
50 Greater than 1,000
Additional information provided for each item is COG, UIC,
number of 'BA' status demands processed for the item for the
applicable activity, accumulated priorities of the requisi-
tions submitted for the item, average requisition quantity,
unit of issue, net weight and net cubic volume.
TABLE III - 1
Local Customers Served by NSC Oakland





Military Sealift Command Pacific, Oakland
Naval Biosciences Lab, NSC Oakland
Naval Transportation Management School,
Oakland
Navy Commissary Store, Oakland
2 NARF , Alameda
Naval Air Station Supply Department, NAS
Alameda
Fleet MAG, NAS Alameda
Navy Exchange, NAS Alameda
Naval Air Reserve Unit, NAS Alameda
Marine Training Detachment, NAS Alameda
VA 304, NAS Alameda
VA 303, NAS Alameda
VAQ 208, NAS Alameda
VAQ 308, NAS Alameda
Marine Air Reserve Training Detachment,
NAS Alameda
Navy Weather Facility, Alameda
Navy Regional Data Center, NAS Alameda




Table III - 1 continued...
Geographical
Cluster Activity
Marine Barracks, NAS Alameda





VR 3, NAS Alameda
Mare Island Naval Shipyard, Mare Island
Naval Electronic System Engineering Cen-
ter, Mare Island
Combat System Technical School, Mare
Island
Special Boat Unit, Mare Island
NAVSECGRU, Skaggs Island
Naval Support Activity, Mare Island
Navy Exchange, Mare Island
N & MC Reserve Center, Mare Island
AFB Exchange, Travis AFB
Marine Barracks, Mare Island
Coast Guard Station, Mare Island
84 QMS NC 39, Richmond











Naval Weapons Station, Concord
Marine Barracks, Concord
83 QMS NC 22, Benecia
AFSFU, Concord
NAS Moffett Field
Patrol Wings, NAS Moffett Field
Navy Exchange, NAS Moffett Field
Det Fit Av Sp Operation Training Group
VP 91 DET 1, Moffett Field
HS 85 Alameda














Naval Weather Env Detachment, NAS Moffett
Field
VP 46
Navy Air Maint Tra Det, NAS Moffett Field
Graphics, San Jose
COMSTA, Stockton
Base Supply Officer Tracy, Tracy
Army Auxilliary Support Facility,
Stockton
Boating Safety Team No. 12, Stockton
SUPSHIPS, Hunters Point, San Francisco
Naval Support Activity, Treasure Island
WHEC 725
Navy Technical Training Center, TI
WHEC 723
Coast Guard Air Station, San Francisco
WMEC 620, TI
Coast Guard Station, TI
COMSY, Presidio
WHEC 722
Navy Recruiting District Office, San
Francisco
Navy Regional Dental Center, San
Francisco
WLB 390, YBI
Navy Reserve Readiness, Region 20, San
Francisco
NAVFAC Eng Cmd, Western Div, San Bruno
Naval Rec Center, TI
Coast Guard Station, YBI
Naval Plant Rep, Sunnyvale
Ft Point, Presidio
Naval Reserve Center, San Bruno
Bethlehem Steel, San Francisco
N R Mobile Construction Battalion 2, TI
Nav Res Mine INS, TI




Table III - continued...
Geographical
Cluster Activity








Mobile Technical Unit 9, TI
CLD Sales Store, Presidio
Fiscal Offic, TI
Coast Guard, TI
Self Supply Store, Presidio
FAC, Presidio
FAC Eng Rep, Presidio
602 MP, Presidio
FASFC, San Francisco
MARDIV FMF, San Bruno
Signal Corps, Presidio
Regional Finance Serv Dep, TI




Navy Regional Medical Center, Oakland
Global Associates, Oakland
Coast Guard, Government Island, Alameda




PROP Office MTMC, Oakland
NAV Rec Center, Alameda
Other Professional ED, NPS, Monterey
NPS, Monterey
Fleet Weather, Monterey
Env Pred Research Facility, Monterey
Nav Res Center 0, Pacific Grove




Army STRAJ Command, Fort Ord
Def Res Management Center, Monterey
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TABLE III - 2
TOP LOCAL CUSTOMERS





N00221 Mare Island Naval Shipyard 41905 12.28
N65885 NARF Alameda 26491 7.76
N03365 CVN-65 25448 7.46
N00228 NSC Oakland 21525 6.31
N00236 Naval Air Station Alameda 20863 6.11
N08809 AR-7 19119 5.60
N00296 Naval Air Station Moffett Field 15905 4.66
N05834 AFS-3 12225 3.58
N05831 AFS-1 11650 3.41
N03343 CV-43 9697 2.84
N20124 AOR 5 6602 1.93
R68250 Fleet MAG, NAS Alameda 5696 1.67
R20054 FF 1083 5546 1.62
R20118 AFS 7 5186 1.52
N20114 AE 33 5179 1.52
N68378 PWC, San Francisco 4894 1.43
N54050 FF 1055 4848 1.42
N08822 AE 22 4684 1.37
R20122 AOR 3 4594 1.35
R05849 AOR 1 4436 1.30
R55522 Sub Development GRl, San Diego 4088 1.20
R20245 AE 35 4050 1.19
R20113 AE 32 3866 1.13
N05127 SSN 621 3841 1.13




4. Calendar Summary of Demand, Net Weight and Net Cubic
Volume Data
The data described below provides useful information
on the magnitude of local customer material movements. It
should be noted that only demands with 'BA' supply status
are considered and data tabulations are based on document
date and not delivery date.
Appendix Q presents a monthly tabulation of demands
by day of the week for the top 25 activities (representing
all activities with 1.0% or more of NSC Oakland's total
business) receiving local deliveries during the period
September 1977 through August 1978. A complete listing for
all 172 local customers has been provided to NSC Oakland.
Demand yearly totals are also listed. Nine activities ex-
perienced more than 10,000 demands and accounted for 57.2%
of the total local customer demand. Also, 53 activities
experienced more than 1,000 demands and accounted for 94.8%
of the total local demand. Only 95 of the 172 local cus-
tomers identified had more than 100 demands for the year.
Appendix Q also presents a COG summary of each
activity across the bottom of the table described above.
The summary list each COG and the frequency of its occur-
rence. Further analysis of activity COG data is contained
in part B, paragraph 5 of this chapter.
Net weight and net cubic volume tabulations pre-
sented in Appendices R and S were tabulated in a similar
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manner as the demand tabulations described above. Weight and
cubic volume information was available for 83.3% of the total
local customer demand.
As discussed in Chapter III, part B, paragraph 3,
some inaccuracies in weight and cubic volume were observed.
The same measures were employed here to reduce the impact of
inaccurate data. Demands with a quantity of 100 or more and
a net weight of 100 pounds or more were not considered. Also
demands with a quantity of 100 or more and a net cubic vol-
ume of 25 cubic feet or more were not considered. Net
weight and net cubic volume tabulations for all 172 local
customers were also provided to NSC Oakland.
5. COG Summary
Data listings of COGs for each local customer are
found in Appendix Q. Since the COG defines in general
terms the type of material, an analysis of the COG of the
material ordered was conducted to further define NSC Oak-
land's customer's demand profile. Thirty-six COGs were
found to have been cited on at least 100 requisitions sub-
mitted by the local customers. For each of the local cus-
tomer clusters (see Table III-l) and eleven of the top
local customers (from Table III-2) a COG analysis is found
in Appendix T. Table III-3 summarizes these results.
Appendix T provides the following data:
a. Total requisitions by COG
b. Total issues by COG
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TABLE III - 3
MATERIAL COGNIZANCE SUMMARY
FOR ALL LOCAL CUSTOMERS
a. Total COGs 36
b. Total Navy Stock Account (NSA) 25
























1. Major DLA/FMSO managed COGs 52.2%
2
.
Major ASO managed COGs 06.0%
3 . WIMM COGs 12.8%
4. APA COGs 39.6%
5 . NSA COGs 53.5%
6 . Total ALL COGs 53.1%
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c. Total requisitions by COG as a percentage of
each activity's total requisitions and NSC local customer's
total requisitions.
d. Total issues by COG as a percentage of each
activity's total issues and NSC Oakland's local customer's
total issues.
e. Gross effectiveness of NSC Oakland's support
for each COG of each activity. This is only an approxima-
tion (as discussed in Chapter 2, Part B, paragraph 3) . Un-
like Appendix Q, for the COGs presented in Appendix T there
is no differentiation between Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)/
General Services Administration (GSA) equivalent COGs for
like material.
6 . Analysis of Requisition Priorities by Clusters
Requisition priorities for individual activities
were provided to NSC Oakland. However, additional insight
for transportation planning can be gained by analyzing the
priorities and the requisition submission time for the
local customer clusters. Data used in this analysis included
all 'BA' status requisitions which were received at NSC at
least one day and not greater than forty days after requisi-
tion preparation. These limits were set to eliminate out-
liers. Data can be found in Appendix U. A summary of
annual business by cluster is shown in Table III-4.
a. Issue Priority Group (IPG) Analysis
Since the IPG determines the time standard for




TABLE III - 4
LOCAL CUSTOMER CLUSTERS
NUMBER OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL














IPG and the cluster submitting them are important baseline
data elements. The number of requisitions in each IPG for
each cluster are compared in Table U-1. Additionally, the
percentage of each IPG ordered by each cluster was deter-
mined and is shown in Table U-2. For example. Cluster 5
had the highest percentage of its total requisitions citing
IPG-1. Cluster 5 includes NAS Moffett Field and its tenant
squadrons. IPG-1 referrals comprise 23.3% (see Table U-1)
of the total referrals submitted by Cluster 5 activities to
NSC Oakland. On the other hand, Cluster 2 had the greatest
percentage of the total IPG-1 requisitions submitted by all
local customers. Cluster 2 includes NARF Alameda, NAS
Alameda and its tenant squadrons and two aircraft carriers.
This cluster ordered 43.6% (see Table U-2) of all the IPG-1
requisitions submitted to NSC Oakland. Clearly the impact
of an increased aviation support role for IPG-1 will have
significant effect on NSC Oakland operations,
b. Requisition Submission Times
The average requisition times, weighted for the
number of requisitions in each requisition priority, were
also calculated. Weighting was achieved by multiplying
the number of requisitions for each requisition priority
times the average submission time for each requisition pri-
ority. This result for each requisition priority was added
to the results of the other priorities in each IPG and divid-
ed by the total number of requisitions in each IPG. The
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resulting total average submission times were 4.7, 6.4 and
7.2 days for IPG-I, II and III respectively. Baseline data
is provided in Table U-3.
7. Analysis of Requisitions Received and Shipped
To provide data for workload and distribution system
planning, 'BA' status requisitions were analyzed to deter-
mine the daily and monthly patterns by which requisitions
were prepared at the originating activity, received at NSC
Oakland and shipped by NSC Oakland. Data summarized for
all local customers and displayed for ten of the top local
customers PWC and each cluster is presented in Appendix V.
This analysis is summarized as follows for all local
customers
:
a. Requisitions Prepared Daily (Table V-1)
Workload peaked rapidly on Tuesdays (19.4%) and
declined steadily to 14.8% on Fridays. During the weekend
12.6% of the requisitions were prepared.
b. Requisitions Prepared Monthly (Table V-2)
In general, the quantity of requisitions pre-
pared were essentially evenly distributed throughout the
period. This was largely due to Type Commander requirements
for each activity to maintain a steady obligation rate for
its financial resources. The rush to obligate funds at the
end of the fiscal year appears to have resulted in Septem-




c. Requisitions Received at NSC Daily (Table V-1)
Workload peaked rapidly on Tuesdays (21.1%) and
declined slowly to 15.6% on Fridays. During the weekend
11.6% of the requisitions were received.
d. Requisitions Received at NSC Monthly (Table V-2)
Essentially the same pattern appeared as was
described in subparagraph b. above. It was noted that only
66.5% of the requisitions prepared in September were appar-
ently received by NSC Oakland during that month. This could
have a considerable impact on the management of the custo-
mer's financial resources, since requisitions from shore
activities would not be obligated until the new fiscal year
(e.g. after receipt and issue).
e. Requisitions shipped by NSC Daily (Table V-1)
Not unexpectedly 61.1% of the requisitions were
shipped between Tuesday and Thursday. Shipments on the
weekend accounted for 5,4% of the total requisitions shipped,
f
.
Requisitions Shipped by NSC Monthly (Table V-2)
The pattern previously established for the




IV. NSC OAKLAND LOCAL CUSTOMER REQUISITION PROCESSING
A. LOCAL CUSTOMER CATEGORIZED
NSC Oakland's local customers range from large indus-
trial activities such as NARF Alameda to small offices with
only a few employees. Therefore, the amount of support pro-
vided by NSC Oakland varies tremendously with the size,
supply function and requisition processing procedures used
by each local customer. Useful information can be obtained
through analysis of NSC Oakland's local customers, catego-
rized by service and by classification of material carried
in stock. Further information can be gained by discussing
general requisitioning procedures used by the major customer
categories.
1. Local Customers Categorized by Service
NSC Oakland's local customers have been categorized
by military service as follows:
SERVICE NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE OF
ACTIVITIES LOCAL BUSINESS
Navy 111 98.1489
Coast Guard 22 1.1870
DOD/Other 7 0.2834
Army 24 0.2030
Marine Corps 9 0.1682











The one hundred-eleven Navy activities are com-
prised of surface, sub-surface and aviation fleet units as
well as elements of the short establishment. A breakdown of
these units is as follows:






* Includes one CVA and one CVN
** Undergoing overhaul at Mare Island Naval
Shipyard
b. Coast Guard Activities
The twenty-two Coast Guard activities consist of
ten vessels and twelve shore units located in San Francisco,
various areas of the Bay Area such as Treasure Island and
Mare Island and outlying areas such as Stockton and Monterey,
c. DOD/Other Activities
In this category are included other DOD, other
government agency and commercial activities . The other DOD
activities are the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC)
,




All but five of the twenty-four Army activities
are located on the Presidio, San Francisco. The remaining
are outlying activities in Stockton and the Monterey area.
e. Marine Corps Activities
The nine Marine Corps activities consist of three
Marine Barracks at the major local Naval installations, two
reserve activities and various district offices. Four of
these activities are located in Alameda while two are locat-
ed at Treasure Island. There are no Marine Corps activities
located in outlying areas.
f. Air Force Activity
The sole customer was the Base Exchange at
Travis Air Force Base.
2. Local Customers Categorized by Level of Material
Inventory
In DOD there are two types of inventory - wholesale
and retail. Retail stocks consist of two levels of inven-
tory - intermediate and consumer. The three levels of in-
ventory can be defined as follows: _6:28-30_
Wholesale- "Inventories over which an inventory
manager at the national level has asset knowledge
and exercises unrestricted asset control to meet
worldwide inventory management responsibilities,
regardless of funding source."
Consumer- "An inventory, usually of limited range
and depth, held only by the final element in an es-
tablished supply distribution system for the sole
purpose of internal consumption."
Intermediate- "An inventory between the wholesale
and consumer levels, regardless of funding source."
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Essentially, an inventory of limited range and
depth, managed locally and held by an element in
an established supply distribution system for con-
sumption internally and by local consumer level
activities.
Stockage at the two retail levels is predicated upon range
and depth determinations based on established allowances,
recurring requirements derived from actual previously re-
corded demands, and specifically identified planned require-
ments. While non-DOD customers do not necessarily conform
to these definitions, they are accurately categorized as
having consumer level stocks.
With these definitions, NSC Oakland's local custom-
ers can be classified. The UICs of activities with whole-
sale and intermediate stocks are listed in Table IV-1 and
IV-2, respectively according to their percentage of NSC
Oakland's local business. The number of activities for each
level are summarized in Table IV- 3. Since DPSC, Alameda
only supplies fresh provisions, it was not included as a
wholesale activity but rather as a consumer level activity.
It should also be noted that each activity may have
all lower levels of inventory below that for which it was
categorized. For example, NSC Oakland has wholesale level
inventory, intermediate level inventory to support demand
based requirements for its customers and consumer level




B. LOCAL CUSTOMER STOCKING POLICY
As can be seen from Tables IV-1 and IV-2 the amount of
business conducted with NSC Oakland is not determined solely
by the level of inventory held by each activity. Additional
insight can be gained by considering the activity's stocking
policy. In view of the limited business transacted by the
other services, only Navy and Coast Guard activities will be
discussed.
1. Navy Activities
Navy activities stock material based on rules con-
tained in a myriad of publications and instructions promul-
gated by the CNO, NAVSUP and Fleet and Type Commanders. In
this way, activities are given the general rules which gov-
ern the range and depth of the stock they carry.
At activities with wholesale inventories, the range
and depth of material carried is based on the decisions of
the inventory manager. The Navy's two inventory control
points (ICP) , the Aviation Supply Office (ASO) and the Ships
Parts Control Center (SPCC)
,
provide inventory management at
the national level. Activity inventory levels are based on
a "fair share" of the total stocking requirements. Whole-
sale material is distributed to NSC Oakland and its local
customers by the ICP inventory manager rather than being
requisitioned by the individual activity.
The intermediate level inventory stocking policy is
dependent on whether the activity is ashore or afloat.
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TABLE IV - 1
LOCAL CUSTOMERS HAVING
WHOLESALE LEVELS OF INVENTORY












TABLE IV - 2
LOCAL CUSTOMERS HAVING
INTERMEDIATE LEVELS OF INVENTORY



























TABLE IV - 3













































whether or not the material is supported by previously re-
corded recurring demands and whether the material is part of
Navy managed stocks or retail stocks (Navy-owned DLA COG
material)
. The depth of material carried in the inventory
can be based on the Variable Operating and Safety Levels
(VOSL) Program, a months-of-supply-policy or an allowance
negotiated with the ICP inventory manager. At ashore acti-
vities such as NAS Alameda and NAS Moffett Field, stock in
main supply includes retail stocks managed under the VOSL
Program as well as a fixed allowance of aviation material
assigned by ASO. In addition, these activities also operate
Servemarts, and sometimes RSSs, which are based on the
months-of-supply policy.
Activities afloat and ashore manage their interme-
diate level stocks either manually or by computer. The com-
puter system ashore is called the Uniform Automated Data
Processing System for Stock Points (UADPS-SP) . At sea, the
Shipboard Uniform Automated Data Processing System (SUADPS)
has two versions. The first version is termed SUADPS-End
Use (EU) since the material stocked is financed by Operations
and Maintenance, Navy funds. For the second, SUADPS-207,
material stocked is financed by the revolving Navy Stock
Fund. Manual processing activities use the rules based on
the months-of-supply policy while UADPS-SP and SUADPS-207/
EU may use a combination of months-of-supply and more so-
phisticated programs such as VOSL. While detailed informa-
tion for UADPS/SUADPS systems is beyond the scope of this
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research, effort, general range and depth rules for inter-
mediate levels of inventories can be found in Appendix W
(Tables W-l and W-5)
.




Afloat 2 4 9
The UICs of these Navy activities are listed in Table IV-4.
Consumer level inventories exist both ashore and
afloat. As previously stated, it is likely that activities
with higher levels of inventory will also have consumer level
stocks. Ashore these inventories conform to the rules de-
scribed in Appendix W (Tables W-1, W-2, W-3) . A major
exception is the Direct Material Inventory or project stock
which has been accumulated, allocated and charged to specif-
ic projects, work or job orders at industrial activities
such as NARF Alameda, Mare Island Naval Shipyard and the
Public Works Center, San Francisco. Consumer level invento-
ries afloat do not employ SUADPS. General rules for range
and depth for afloat consumer level of inventories can also
be found in Appendix W (Tables W-1, W-4, W-5).
At all levels of inventory, the applicable stocking
policy is aimed at minimizing the total cost of maintaining
the inventory. These rules take into account financial,
workload and storage constraints. However, the mere
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existence of such rules does not ensure compliance. Activi-
ties with small consumer level inventories and supply func-
tions not supervised by Supply Corps Officers would seem to
be the ones most susceptible to poor material management.
2. Coast Guard (CG) Activities
There are no rules established by the Coast Guard
governing range and depth for a demand based inventory.
Each Coast Guard activity is provided an allowance list pre-
pared as part of the Consolidated Allowance List and Manage-
ment System (CALMS) . The CALMS allowance list, developed by
the various supply inventory control points, provides author-
ity to stock material in support of installed equipment and
activity operations.
There are three supply inventory control points
which provide wholesale material to CG activities. The
Coast Guard Yard at Baltimore, Maryland manages peculiar CG
material in support of CG vessels including small boats.
Management of aviation material is provided by the Aircraft
Repair and Supply Center at Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
Peculiar CG office products such as forms are managed by the
Coast Guard Supply Center at Brooklyn, New York. Material
requirements for commonly used material are satisfied by




C. REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES AND CHANNELS
General procedural guidelines and specific requisition-
ing channels are also provided by instructions and publica-
tions. For reason previously stated, only Navy and Coast
Guard activities will be discussed.
1. Navy Surface Ships
Surface combatants requisition two types of material.
The first is material for stock. Initial stocking and replen-
ishment should conform to the rules found in Appendix W
(Tables W-4 and W-5) . The second is direct turn-over mate-
rial (DTO) . A DTO requisition is submitted when the required
material is either not in stock (NIS) or not carried in
stock (NC)
.
Internally, the ship's departments prepare a NAVSUP
Form 1250-1 for each item desired. After obtaining a de-
partmental authorizing signature, the NAVSUP Form 1250-1 is
submitted to the Supply Department. At the supply storeroom,
a storekeeper will check the availability of the material
requested using the manual afloat stock record cards. If
the material is available, it is issued and the on hand
balance on the afloat stock record card decremented. If the
on hand balance is at or below the low limit, the Supply
Office is notified of the need to replenish. If the mate-
rial is not available, the NAVSUP Form 1250-1 is stamped
"NC" or "NIS" and forwarded to the Supply Office.
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At the Supply Office, DD Form 1348 requisitions
are prepared for both replenishment and DTO material re-
quirements. Several factors affect when the requisition
is prepared. These factors include manpower considerations,
the ship's operating schedule and the requisition's priority
which is determined by the UI4MIPS. Once prepared, the
requisitions are either mailed or dropped off at the NSC.
At sea, requisitions may be held until the ship returns to
port, mailed, or if for emergency requirements, transmitted
by Naval message.
As was mentioned above, demand is recorded on the
afloat stock record cards for items carried in stock. For
not carried items, a copy of the NAVSUP Form 1250-1 is re-
tained in a Not Carried Demand File. Generally, every six
months new high and low limits are established for stocked
material and the Not Carried Demand File is reviewed for new
items qualifying for stock.
The requested quantities are screened several times
to preclude ordering excess materials. At a minimum, poten-
tial excess quantities are screened by the departmental
authorizing agent and the issuing storekeeper. Additionally
for material being requisitioned, potential excess quantities
are screened by the storekeeper preparing the DD Form 1348




Although the foregoing description is predominantly
for a manual afloat supply operation, a ship using either
version of SUADPS follows essentially the same procedures.
Supply transactions are post-posted (e.g. posted to the
computer records after the issue has been made) . Requisi-
tion processing, demand recording and levels setting are
mechanized. However, there are two exceptions. The first
is for intermediate level stocks onboard SUADPS-207 ships.
In this case and in that of non-mechanized ships carrying
intermediate level stocks, the basic document is a DD Form
1348 from an external consumer (there is no difference for
their consumer level stocks)
.
The second exception is associated with SUADPS-EU
ships. For the two aircraft carriers supported by NSC Oak-
land, the basic input document to the intermediate level
aviation stocks is a local form. Requisition processing in
support of aviation squadrons onboard an aircraft carrier
closely parallels that for squadrons when located ashore.
A discussion of requisition processing for aviation squad-
rons at a NAS is found below in sub-paragraph 3 of this
section. Requisitioning procedures for support of an air-
craft carrier's shipboard operations is essentially as
described above.
2 . Navy Submarines
The submarines supported by NSC Oakland are under-




During overhaul, major work is performed by shipyard person-
nel while smaller jobs are performed by the submarine's
crew. Material required for NSY performed jobs are requi-
sitioned in accordance with the NSY ' s requisitioning proce-
dures. Requisitions for these material requirements are
ordered utilizing the Mare Island NSY UIC.
The material required for ship's force work is re-
quisitioned by the submarine. The internal requisition
processing onboard Navy submarines is identical to that
described for surface ships. Attack submarines submit re-
quisitions for support of daily operations and ship's force
overhaul material requirements directly to NSC Oakland.
Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines submit their requirements
to the Polaris Material Office, Pacific Fleet (PAMOPAC)
.
PAMOPAC then transmits these requisitions to NSC Oakland by
AUTODIN.
3 . Naval Aviation Squadrons
There are two types of requisitions used by a squad-
ron. The first is for material to support squadron opera-
tions. The material ordered can vary from office supplies
to flight clothing. The second is for consumable and re-
pairable material to support aviation maintenance. The
requisitioning procedures are different in each case so they
will be described separately.
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a. Support of Squadron Operations.
In the squadron organization, the supply func-
tions are performed by the Material Control Workcenter, a
part of the Maintenance Department. There is no standard
procedure for departments within a squadron to communicate
their material requirements to Material Control. Typically,
the Material Control Officer (usually a junior aviator, war-
rant officer or junior limited duty officer) will designate
the procedure. Usually an existing form intended for
another purpose is used to allow the requirements to be
communicated in writing. Verbal requests are limited to
urgent requirements. Regardless of the method used, once
the needs are known, a storekeeper will prepare a DD Form
1348. The DD Form 1348 is then sent or delivered to the NAS
for processing.
b. Support of Aviation Maintenance
Procedures for support of aviation maintenance
at both the squadron and the NAS are established by the
Naval Aviation Maintenance Program (NAMP) . For each main-
tenance action, a job control number (JCN) is assigned and
a maintenance action form (r4AF) is prepared.
The multi-copy MAF is the basic maintenance doc-
ument. It is used to schedule, control and document the
maintenance actions taken, man-hours utilized and the mate-
rial required. If a material requirement exists, the MAF is
the document which communicates the need to Material Control.
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Using a device such as a teletype or a tele-
autowriter, a formatted material request is transmitted by a
squadron storekeeper to the Supply Response Section (SRS)
within the Aviation Support Division (ASD) of the Supply De-
partment. An unusual aspect is that the squadron is not
required to provide the NSN of the material but rather only
the part number and manufacturer's code. As a consequence,
a technical identification function is needed and is central-
ized at the ASD where it can be performed more thoroughly.
After receipt of the formatted material request
and completion of the technical identification process, a
UADPS-SP formatted requisition is keypunched and processed.
The NAMP requires that the material be delivered or if not
available, requisition status be provided to the squadron
within one, two or twnety-four hours for IPG I, II or III
requisition respectively.
Additionally two other sources of material are
available to satisfy the squadrons requirement. One is the
rotatable pool. This is a manually managed pool of repair-
able material. The range and depth of material in the pool
is dependent on the average monthly number of repairs and the
repair turnaround time for each item. For pool issues, the
teletyped or formatted material request is the issuing do-
cument. After issue, a UADPS-SP formatted requisition is
processed using the issuing docximent number. The second
source is the pre-expended bin (PEB) . The PEB is an
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inventory of low cost, fast moving, consumable material. Nor-
mally, it is limited to items having a unit cost of $25.00
or less and a quantity equal to thirty days demand. Since
this material is purchased by the Supply Department, thus
pre-expended, a requisition or formatted material request is
not required. Replenishment action is periodically taken by
the Supply Department. Use of PEB material is documented on
the MAF, however.
4 . Industrial Activities
The Navy Industrial Fund (NIF) is a revolving fund
which provides industrial activities the capital required
to support labor, material and overhead expended in perform-
ing reimbursable work. The NIF is maintained by customer
reimbursement of the direct and indirect costs allocated to
the work performed. A brief discussion of the requisition-
ing/material requirements process is provided for the three
industrial activities supported by NSC Oakland.
a. NARF Alameda
Since consolidation on 1 October 1979, consider-
able effort has been expended by NARF Alameda and NSC Oak-
land planning personnel to plan and implement several major
changes affecting NARF requisition processing. Being
implemented are the Naval Industrial Material Management
System (NIMMS) , a Disk Oriented Supply System (DOSS) devel-
oped by FMSO and the Direct Material Inventory (DMI) Concept,
Consequently, pre-consolidation requisitioning procedures
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have been thoroughly reviewed and significantly changed.
Therefore, little remains pertinent about pre-consolidation
processing. [^1:34^ Nevertheless, some general comments
should be made.
Material requirements forecasts are made by
Material Planners based on a projected productions schedule,
Material Planners are assigned to a particular production
program such as engines, aircraft and component repair. In
determining the expected demand, item essentiality and a
percent replacement factor are important considerations.
With the forecasted demand. Material Planners can requisi-
tion material from NAS Alameda for end use or one of NARF
Alameda's internal supply sources. These two sources are
PEBs and the NIF Store. The NIF Store is an inventory of
NSA and DLA COG material under the physical and financial
control of NARF Alameda.
A more detailed description of NARF Alameda
material support procedures can be found in reference (4)
.
Further, the effect of material shortages on production at
NARF Alameda is described in reference (3)
.
b. Public Works Center (PWC) , San Francisco
PWC inteinnediate level stocks are found in the
shop stores. The types of material carried in shop stores
include facilities maintenance and minor construction mate-
rials, and repair parts for installed property. The Naval
Facilities Engineering Command requires shop store
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inventories to turn over at least four times per year. As
a result, stock levels are automatically recomputed every
thirty days. Replenishment requisitions are automatically
generated for stocked items. Both standard and nonstandard
material are stocked. The mechanized inventory is maintained
on a line item basis. Stock receipts are posted to the
records immediately while issues are posted the following
day. Issues are made to support emergency jobs orders, the
Direct Material Inventory (to support specific future rou-
tine projects) , bench stock, and PEB. The Material Depart-
ment makes all issues to maintenance personnel through the
use of a Material Service Request/Material Requirements
Issue Document. The basis of the material requirements
determination process is a Bill of Materials prepared for
specific jobs or projects by production planners.
In general, nonstandard material obtained
through local purchase accounts for two-thirds of the mate-
rial required to support civil engineering. Q3:175^ There-
fore, NSC Oakland support is limited to replenishment of
shop stores inventory of standard stock and local procure-
ment action when the nonstandard material requirements cost
exceeds the PWC local purchase authority.
c. Mare Island Naval Shipyard (NSY)
Mare Island NSY is the third NIF activity sup-
ported by NSC Oakland. Not unlike NARF and PWC, material
support is provided by shop stores and pre-expended bins.
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This material is managed as part of the NSY management infor-
mation system. Also managed is the Direct Material Inven-
tory (DMI)
.
The DMI stages material to support specific
depot and intermediate repair projects. This function is
more significant at Mare Island NSY than at PWC because of
the tremendous complexity associated with projects such as
submarine overhauls. A typical submarine overhaul may
take seventeen months or more with as many as seven over-
hauls commencing in a single year. Initial planning begins
at least a year before the scheduled overhaul. As the work
packages are prepared, long lead time material is ordered.
Since the development of the work packages for an overhaul
is an iterative process, so are the material requirements
determinations and requisitioning procedures. As the mate-
rial required for the overhaul is received at Mare Island
NSY, it is held in the DMI until required during the over-
haul.
There is one aspect of NSC Oakland material
support provided to Mare Island NSY which is worthy of
special mention. NSC Oakland stocks nuclear safe material
used by Mare Island NSY. Nuclear safe material consists of
such items as pipe, rod, tubing and bar stock used in sup-
port of nuclear powered submarines. Special handling re-
quirements result in this material being stored separately.
Additionally, prior to issuance this material must undergo
testing to ensure it still meets nuclear safe specifications.
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Although- this special handling increases the picking and
packing time for this material, it is acceptable because of
the extra measure of safety it provides.
5. Coast Guard (CG) Activities
Management of material requirements at CG activities
usually begins with a quarterly budget meeting at which the
Commanding Officer allocates funds to the various depart-
ments to support the activity's operations during the next
quarter. At this time, departmental material requirements
are discussed. Material requirements are requisitioned
using the Standard Form 344 (SF344) , Multi Standard Requisi-
tion/Issue System Document, available from GSA. After
Commanding Officer approval, the SF 344 is mailed or deliv-
ered to the 12th Coast Guard District Headquarters. There
the SF344 is converted to a mechanized DD Form 134 8 requisi-
tion and is sent by AUTODIN to NSC Oakland for processing.
If the material required is for support of equip-
ment common to the Navy and the CG, it is also requisitioned
from NSC Oakland. However, the requisition must be process-
ed through the appropriate supply inventory control point.
For example, to order a coxswain's chair for a small boat
from NSC Oakland, it is first necessary to forward a
SF344 to the Coast Guard Yard at Baltimore. From there,
the requisition is referred to the Coast Guard Liaison




6 . Requisitioning Channels
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The decision to merge the wholesale support provided by
NAS's into collocated NSC's was based on a recommendation in
the DODMDS Study. The study determined that similar support
operations were being performed by the NAS's and the NSC's
in the Oakland, Norfolk and San Diego areas. It concluded
that a reduction in duplicated efforts would bring about a
reduction in the size of the work force requirements as well
as a reduction in overall costs.
NAVSUP supported the DODMDS recommendation by directing
that NAS Alameda and NSC Oakland be the prototype for the
two follow-on wholesale consolidations. NAVSUP further
specified that each consolidation would have as a primary
objective improved fleet support.
Improvement inherently suggests measurability. A means
of assessing either improvement or degradation must be
developed. This thesis established a baseline of pre-consol-
idation data by extracting information from NSC Oakland's
and NAS Alameda's Demand History Files. This data base was
constrained to investigate only NSC Oakland locally support-
ed customers and NARF Alameda (the largest customer of NAS
Alameda) . Specifically, the following information was
assembled:
1. ABC Analysis for item requisition and quantity fre-
quencies for both NSC Oakland and NARF Alameda
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2. Analysis of NARF, NSC and NSC local customer busi-
ness by cognizance symbol, number of demands, net weight
and cubic volume and requisition quantities
3. Daily and monthly requisition movement patterns for
the NSC and the NARF, and NARF ' s anticipated requisitioning
impact on NSC
4. Requisitioning procedures for NSC Oakland local
customers
This baseline data will serve as the reference point
against which post-consolidation business comparisons can
be made. Additionally, the data presented can be a source
of information to assist in developing a local material
distribution system, and for recommending material to be
incorporated into both a RSS for NARF Alameda and the
NISTARS. It provides a basis for identifying support pro-
blems and for investigating methods for improving support
service. Finally, the two follow-on consolidations, at
San Diego and Norfolk, can gain insight from this report
in preparation for constructing their own baseline data.
Comparison of NSC Oakland and NARF Alameda data for the
same time frames was not possible. The Demand History Files
for NARF Alameda, obtained from the Navy Regional Data Auto-
mation Center (NARDAC) in San Francisco for the same period
as that of NSC Oakland's, contained no data for April and
May of 1978. Therefore, this data file was rejected and re-
placed by the calendar year 1979 data file which
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unfortunately was also missing data for the months of
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ANALYSIS OF NARF ALAMEDA REFERRALS
BY DAY OF THE WEEK AND MONTH OF THE YEAR
TABLE I - 1

































































































































ISSUE GROUP I TOTAL








ISSUE GROUP III TOTAL




















GRAND TOTAL 25451 100.0
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TABLE J - 2
NARF ALAMEDA REFERRALS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF NSC OAKLAND WORKLOAD
NUMBER OF REQUISITIONS PERCENTAGE OF WORKLOAD
ISSUE NSC ALL NSC ALL
GROUP NARF LOCAL CUSTOMERS LOCAL CUSTOMERS
I 8933 26461 33.8
II 12655 85663 14.8
;ii 3863 215581 1.8
•OTAL 25451 327705 7.8
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TABLE J - 3
REQUISITION/REFERRAL SUBMISSION TIMES^
(IN DAYS)





For all requisitions for which the difference between the
date of preparation and date of receipt at NSC was greater











QUANTITY 2 3 6 13 ALL
1 20.9(178) 21.9(1770) 20.0(2511) 9.2(221) 18.9(4803)
2 14.9(127) 12.9(1045) 10.0(1263) 5.5(134) 10.3(2628)
3-10 31. 4( 54) 30. 4( 543) 30.8(1101) 27.2(327) 29.7(2114)
11-20 8.7( 16) 10. 9( 346) 10. 7( 496) 14.3(131) 11.3(1082)
21-50 10. 0( 23) 11. 5( 255) 14. 0( 523) 20.9(193) 14.2(1052)
51-100 6.0( 24) 5.6( 280) 7.2( 572) 12.2(220) 7.3(1149)
101-200 3.4 3.1 3.2 4.8 3.5
201-300 1.1 0.8 1.0 2.0 1.2
301-400 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5
400+ 3.1 2.6 2.7 3.4 3.1
100 100 100 100 100
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TABLE J - 5
NARF REQUISITION QUANTITY VS. PRIORITY MATRIX





1 5.7 8.2 7.9 5.7 7.8
2 5.2 7.2 8.0 7.0 7.5
3-10 6.0 7.4 7.9 6.7 7.5
11-20 4.9 6.7 7.2 6.7 6.9
21-50 5.5 7.0 7.2 6.2 6.9
51-100 5.4 7.7 7.5 6.1 7.2
101-200 5.7 6.7 7.1 5.4 6.6
201-300 4.2 7.0 8.2 6.0 7.1
301-400 13.8 8.4 6.3 5.4 7.1
400+ 5.2 7.0 7.2 6.3 6.9




TABLE K - 1




































































1 Suininary of all COGs cited on at least 100 requisitions
during the year.
2 This is only an approximation of POE effectiveness.
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TABLE K - 2
SPECIAL SUMMARY BY COG MANAGEMENT GROUPS






















































NSC OAKLAND LOCAL CUSTOMER ABC ANALYSIS
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<;< 5 153 (!.lR'ji 1
ti 3 lt6 C.lr.H74
'ii 5 161 C. l<.4 /S
Si 2 \ti C.l'>721
yo 4 16/ C.2 ;2')'.
a^ i 168 , C.2 )325
e» 4 172 C.2(KJC'.
d/ / 179 C.i I' 56
86 2 181 C.2l'isn
65 J 1^4 ^.l?Zt \
8<. 9 193 C.2JJSC
SJ 4 IS 7 C.2JM34
81 6 id C.2456C
80 7 210 C.25407
/S 9 ^i'i . 0. 26496
7a 3 Hi. C.26f 5<;
77 » 22/ C. 27464
76 5 Zii C. 2 rt 8
75 3 i'-Q C.2<;C36
7^. 3 2<.3 C.293'I9
73 4 2W C.2S6K3
72 lU 2i7 C.ilO'n
71 7 264 C.3194C
70 11 2J5 C.332 71
6<; 5 280 C.33H7fc
6E 7 2t/ C. 34723
67 7 294 c.a^^/c
66 13 JC7 C. 3/142
6 J J 316 C.30231
64 8 324 C.391S';
63 6 330 C.3'J025
bZ / 3 37 C.4C772
6i 14 151 0.42'.* 6
6C Id 369 C. 44643
59 . la 387 ^.I'i.M 1
58 10 SO/ C.4t>031
57 13 410 C.4^tri4
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Total requisitions for the COG as percent-
age of activity total requisitions (All COGs)
Total requisitions for the COG as percent-
age of all customers total requisitions
(All COGs)
Total 'BA' status requisitions
Total 'BA' status requisitions for the COG
as percentage of activity total 'BA' re-
quisitions (All COGs)
Total 'BA' status requisitions for the COG
as percentage of all customers total 'BA'
requisitions (All COGs)
Total 'BA' status requisitions for the COG
as percentage of all local customers total
'BA' requisitions for the same COG
Total 'BA' status requisitions for the COG





NSC OAKLAND LOCAL CUSTOMERS
ANALYSIS OF REQUISITION PRIORITIES














2^ 11,513 12.6 42,996 47.2 36,596 40.2
3^ 9,778 15.0 12,702 19.6 42,478 65.4
4 2 0.0 541 20.3 2,124 79.7
5 4,643 23.3 5,174 26.0 10,070 50.7
6 18 0.9 146 7.1 1,905 92.0
7 201 0.8 4,200 17.3 19,915 81.9
8 33 0.8 565 14.2 3,367 85.0
9 12 1.1 96 9.1 942 89.8
10 61 0.1 13,509 14.8 77,780 85.1
ALL 26,481 8.1 85,663 26.1 215,581 65.8
^Includes PWC San Francisco
^Includes NARF Alameda
^Includes Mare Island NSY
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TABLE U - 2









1^ 0.8 6.7 9.5 8.0
2b 43.6 50.2 17.0 27.8
3^ 37.0 14.8 19.7 19.8
4 0.0 0.6 1.0 0.8
5 17.5 6.0 4.7 6.1
6 0.0 0.2 0.9 0.6
7 0.8 4.9 9.1 7.5
8 0.1 0.7 1.6 1.2
9 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.3
10 0.2 15.8 36.1 27.9
ALL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
^Includes PWC San Francisco
^Includes NARF Alameda
^Includes Mare Island NSY
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1^ 3.3 3.5 6.5 5.8
2b 6.8 6.9 6.9 6.9
3^ 3.1 6.4 4.7 4.8
4 9.5 4.5 8.7 7.9
5 2.9 4.8 5.4 4.7
6 2.6 4.5 5.7 5.6
7 4.3 4.5 6.7 6.3
8 3.1 4.1 3.8 3.9
9 1.4 7.0 9.1 8.8
10 3.1 7.3 9.4 9.1
ALL 4.7 6.4 7.2 6.8
^Includes PWC San Francisco
^Includes NARF Alameda
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Quantity of 'BA* requisitions prepared by the
originator each day/month
Quantity of 'BA' requisitions received at NSC
Oakland each day/month
Total 'BA' requisitions received that day/
month as a percentage of total activity 'BA'
requisitions received
Total 'BA' requisitions received that day/
month as a percentage of total 'BA' requisi-
tions received that day/month from all
customers
Quantity of 'BA' requisitions shipped that day/
month by NSC each day/month
PERCENTAGE
OF ACTIVITY
TOTAL Total 'BA' requisitions shipped that day/month




TOTAL Total 'BA' requisitions shipped that day/month
as a percentage of total 'BA' requisition




RANGE AND DEPTH RULES FOR DEMAND BASED
MATERIAL AT SELECTED NAVAL ACTIVITIES
TABLE W - 1
RANGE RULES FOR DEMAND BASED








































TABLE W - 2
DEPTH RUTZS FOR CONUS NON-TIR SHORE ACTIVITIES
(Expressed in Months f Supply)
TYPE MATERIAL OL SL AIL OSTL ROP RO RL
Retail Items 2 1 2k 1 2 5 RO+36
SPCC Items 3 1 2 1 2 4 RO+36
ASO Items
Consumables - - - - - 4 RO
Repairables _ - - . _ 2 RO
OL - OPERATING LEVEL
SL - SAFETY LEVEL
AIL- AVERAGE INVEST?1ENTS LEVEL
ROP- REORDER POINT
RO - REQUISITIONING OBJECTIVE
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FIGURE X - 1
OSA/GSA/IACOM MANAGED ITEMS
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